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PHYSIGS
PH 401 : Statistical Mechanics
Max. Marks : 50
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lnstructions

: Each question hasthree Parts.
secilbn A - contains four Essays of whiclt the candidate
has

ta answer any two quesfions and each question carries

10 marks.
Sectian B

- Gontains eight questions of which the candidate

hasto answertive questions and each question carries

$ marks.
Section C * Contains five problems of which the candidate
hasto answer anythree and each question carries 5 marks.
SECTION

-A

(Answeranytwo questions, each question carries 10 marks)
1. What is canonical ensemble ? Discuss energy tluctuations in canonical ensemble.

2. State and prove equipartition theorern.

3. Discuss Bose-Einstein condensation
4.

Discuss the Landau theory of

with the necessarytheory.

diamagnetism.

(2x10=20)
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SECTION _ B

(Answer any five questions, Eaeh question carries 3 marks).

5. Explain why no temperature change occurs during the expansion and mixing of
gases described in connection with Gibb's paradox.

6. Describe the concept of phase space.
7. State and explain Liouville's theorem.
B. Define density oPerator.

g. Describe the behaviour

of an idealgas in a quantum mechanical rnicro canonical

ensemble.

10. Explain the Plank's theory of black body radiation'

11. Briefly explain the statistical equilibrium of white dwarfs.
12. Explain ising

model.

(51$=15)
SECTION

-

C

(Answer any three questions, Each question carries 5 marks)

13. prove that the entropy as detined in the canonical and micro canonical ensemble
differs only by terms of the order of logN'

14. Derive the expression forthe internalenergy of classical idealgas.
15. prove that the density fluctuations in grand canonical ensemble are vanishingly
small in the thermodynamic lirnit provided the isothermal compressibility is finite'
16. Obtain the equation of motion for density matrix-

17. Obtain the equation of state of a spinless ideal

Fermigas.

(3x5=15)

